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Here we have used (2.5).

I wish to thank the referee for some improvements in §2 of this

paper.
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MULTIPLE TRANSITIVITY OF PRIMITIVE
PERMUTATION GROUPS

L. A. MACHTINGER

Introduction. We wish to consider two theorems on permutation

groups which are a generalization of a two-part theorem found in

[l, pp. 66-67], a theorem concerned with a permutation group on a

finite set. We shall remove the restriction of finiteness.

The following notation and definitions will be used in the discus-

sion :

If F is a set, then | Y\ denotes the cardinal number of Y. If g is a

mapping of X into Z and xG-X\ then xg denotes the image of x under

g. If YÇ.X, then (Y)g denotes the image of Y under g. If G is a group

and H^G and gGG, then H' = g~1Hg. A permutation group G on a

set X is said to be r-ply (or r-fold) transitive on YQX (where r is a

nonzero cardinal number and | Y\ S:r), if (i) for every pair of subsets

A and B of F of cardinal number r and for any one-to-one map/ of A

onto B, there exists g<E:G such that g\ a =f (where g\ a is the restriction

of g to A), and if (ii) (Y)g= Y for every gGG. A 1-fold transitive

group on YQX is called transitive on F.

A permutation group G^ 1 on a set X is said to be imprimitive on

YÇ.X if: (i) F can be written as a disjoint union of two or more

nonvoid sets {Sa}aea, 00 for at least one a G 21, |Sa| =2 and (iii)

given gGG and aGSl, then (Sa)g = Sß for some /3G21. The sets Sa,

a G 31, are called imprimitivity sets of G on F. If G is not imprimitive

on F, then G is called primitive on Y.
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The theorem which we shall generalize is:

Let G be a permutation group on » letters which is primitive, and

let 77 be a transitive subgroup of G on m letters (where m = 2) fixing

the remaining » — m letters. Then (1) if 77 is primitive, Gis (»—w+1)-

fold transitive; (2) in any event, G is doubly transitive.

We shall prove:

Theorem 1. Let G be a primitive permutation group on X where

\X\ à3. Suppose that there exists a subgroup 77^G which (i) is primi-

tive and r-fold transitive on a subset YQX where \ Y\ ^2 and where

N=\X\Y\ is a positive integer, and which (ii) fixes the elements of

X\Y (i.e., if xEX\Y, g£77, then xg = x). Then G is (N+r)-fold
transitive on X.

We shall not consider the case where TV is an infinite cardinal

number.

Theorem 2. A permutation group G on a set X where \X\ ^3 is

doubly transitive on X if and only if (i) G is primitive, (ii) there exists

a subgroup 77 = G which is transitive on some YQX, where \ Y\ ^2

and X\Y is finite and nonvoid, and (Vu) H fixes the elements of X\Y.

It should be noted that: (1) if G is »i-ply transitive on X, where

m = r + N, r = l and 7V^ 1, then there exists a subgroup 77í¡G, which

is r-fold transitive on YQX, where | X\Y\ =7V and H fixes the ele-

ments of X\Y; (2) if G is »i-fold transitive on X where m2.2, then G

is primitive [l, pp. 56 and 66]. Hence we have the following partial

converse to Theorem 1: If G is an (7V+r)-fold transitive permutation

group on X, where TV^l, r^2, then G is primitive, and there is a

subgroup H^G, which (i) is primitive and r-fold transitive on some

YQX, where \Y\^2 and 7V = \X\Y\, and which (ii) fixes the ele-

ments of X\Y. It is also true that a nontrivial primitive permutation

group G on a set X is transitive on X [l, p. 64].

We shall need the following propositions:

Proposition 1. Let G be a permutation group on X and let 77 = G.

(1) If 77 is r-fold transitive on YQX and fixes the elements of X\Y,

then H« (where gEG) is r-fold transitive on (Y)g and fixes (X\Y)g

= X\(Y)g. (2) If 77 is primitive on YQX, then H° is primitive on

(Y)gfor every gGG.

Proposition 2. Let G be a permutation group on X, and let Hi,

H2^G such that (i) 77,- is transitive on YjQX and fixes X\Yj, j—l, 2,

and (ii) Yi(~\Y27±0. Then 77= {77i, 772} is transitive on Y= Yi\JY2

and fixes X\Y.
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Proposition 3. Let G be an s-fold transitive permutation group on X,

and suppose that there is a subgroup H^G such that (i) H is r-fold

transitive on YQX, (ii) H fixes X\Y and (iii) s=|X\F|. XAe« G is

(r+s)-fold transitive on X.

The proofs of these propositions are simple [l, pp. 56, 66-67].

Proposition 4. Let YQX such that X\Y is finite, and let f be a

permutation of X. Let C= Yi\(Y)f, A = Y\C and B = (Y)f\C. Then
(i) A, B and C are pairwise disjoint, (ii) A and B are finite with

\A\=\B\ ú\X\Y\ and (m) Y=C\JA,(Y)f=C\JB.

Proof. Since (X\Y)f = X\(Y)f, \X\Y\ = \X\(Y)f\. Let
W=Y\J(Y)f. Then X\Y = (X\W)\J'((Y)f\Q and X\(Y)f=(X\W)
U(F\C) where (X\W)r\((Y)f\C) = 0 and (X\W)C\(Y\C)=0.
Hence |X\F| = \X\W\ + |(F)/\C| and |X\(F)/| = \X\W\
+ \Y\C\. From the finiteness of the above numbers, we infer

\A\=\B\è\X\Y\.
Proof of Theorem 1. We use induction on N. If N = 1, the desired

result follows for all cardinal numbers r ^ 1 by Proposition 3. Suppose

that the result is true for A^o è 1 and for all r ^ 1, and assume that

A7 = Aro+l. We wish to show the existence of an XfoáG such that H0

is (r-fl)-fold transitive on some Y0QX where | F0| ^2,N0=\ X\Y„\

and Ho fixes X\Y<¡ (then H0 will be at least doubly transitive and

hence primitive); and thus, by the induction hypothesis, G is

N0 + (r+l) = (N+r)-îo\d transitive on X.

Consider all the sets (F)g, gGG. If for every gu giGG, (Y)gi
C\(Y)gi = 0 or (Y)gi = (Y)gi, then the family of sets {(Y)g: gGG}
(by the transitivity of G on X and the fact Y^X and | Y\ ^2) would

constitute imprimitivity sets of G on X, a contradiction. Hence there

exist gi, giGG such that (Y)gii\(Y)gi^0 and (Y)gi^(Y)gi. Thus
Yr\(Y)(gigïx)^0 and Y^(Y)(g2g^), giving a g3GG such that

YC\(Y)g3*0 and Y*(Y)g3. Let C3=YC\(Y)g3, A3=Y\C3 and

5s = (F)g3\C3. One of the sets A3, B% is nonvoid. Let s3=|.43|. By

Proposition 4, we have (i) Y=C3\JA3, (Y)g3 = C3\JB3, (ii) Ait B3 and

C3 are pairwise disjoint and (iii) s3 = |X3| and s3 is finite. Hence A3,

Bz and Cz are all nonvoid, |X\[YKJ(Y)g3]| = | (X\Y)\B3 \ = \X\Y\

-\B3\ =N-s3, andSü^l.

Choose go G G such that Yi\ (Y)g0 ^ 0, Y ?¿ (Y)g0 and

s0 = | Y\[Yr\ (Y)g0]\ is minimal (s0 = 1). Let C0 = Y f\ (Y)g0,

Ao=Y\C0, and Xo = (F)g0\C0. By Proposition 2, HB={H, H°*} is
transitive on F0= Y\J(Y)g„= YVJB0 and fixes X\Y0. Suppose that

So = 1- Since H—Ho is r-fold transitive on FÇ F0 and fixes Y0\Y=B0,

then (by Proposition 3 with s = So = l)Ho is (r+l)-fold transitive on
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To and fixes X\ Y0 = (X\ Y)\Ba, where | X\ F01 = TV - s0 = 7V0. Further-
more, since YQ Ye, \ Ya\ ̂ 2. That is, if sB = 1 then G is (7V+r)-fold

transitive on X.

In fact, So = l. For, suppose, that s0>l. (F)g0 = CoW730, where

Ba= {bi, • • • , b,„\ and Co9£0. Since 77*° is primitive on (Y)g0 and

|Po| =ioè2, there is an element hlEH°l> which maps one or more

(but not all) of the elements of P0 onto elements of B0 and the re-

maining elements of P0 onto elements of C0: i.e., by renumbering

if necessary, bi, • • • , bu (where 1 ̂ u<s0) are mapped onto elements

of 73o, and bu+i, • • • , b,„ are mapped onto elements of C0 by A1. Since

A1 maps (F)go onto itself and B0 is finite, precisely (s0 — u) elements of

Bo are the images of (s0—u) elements of C0, say Ci, • • • , c,ü_u. Hence

the elements of C0\{ci, ■ • • , c,0_u} are mapped by A1 onto

Co\({6«+i, • • • , b,a))hxQCo. Since A1 fixes A0 (A0QX\(Y)g0), we
have

(F)A1 = (Co W AoW = 4oU (Co)A1

= AoU(Co\{ci, • • • , e++))»KJ({cu ■■-, c,^\)¥

= Ao W [Co\({ô„+i, • • • , Ä.,})*1] \J({ci,---, c^-.})*».

But since Fn({ci, • • • , c,0_u} )hl = 0, then

Fn(F)A' = (i(U C„)\({&u+1) • • • , 6.0})A1 * 0.

But (F)AVF and F\[Fn(F)A1] = ({iu+1, • • • , 6,0})A1 which has

cardinal number s0—m<s0. This contradicts the minimality of s0,

and, hence, sB = 1.

Proof of Theorem 2. We wish to show that there is a subgroup

KoúG which has the properties : (i) Ko is transitive on some subset

YK<> of X, (ii) Ko fixes X\YK<> and (iii) | X\F*0| = 1. Then Theorem 2

will follow from Proposition 3.

Let 3C be the collection of all subgroups K^G such that: (i) K is

transitive on some subset YkQX, (ii) K fixes the elements of X\Yk,

(iii) | Fk| =2 and (iv) X\YK is a finite, nonvoid set. Clearly HEX..

Furthermore there is a subgroup K0 G X such that | X\ YKt) \ ^ | -X\ YK \

for every PJ G 3C. To complete the proof we now show that | X\ YK„ \ = 1.

Since G is primitive, by the same argument that was used in the

proof of Theorem 1, there exists goGG such that Fjc0?í(FAO)go and

YK,r\(YKo)go*0. Also, if Co=FJron(Fifo)go, A0=YKl)\Co, and

Po = (F*„)go\Co, then (i) F*0 = C0U.4o, (FXo)g0 = CoWP0, (ii) Ao, B0

and Co are pairwise disjoint, (iii) | A0\ = | Po| Ú \ X\Yk0\ , (iv) Ao, Bo,

Co are all nonvoid, and (v) | X\[YK<>\J(YKo)go]\ = | X\YK,\ -r, where

r= \Ao\ ^1 and is finite.
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By Proposition 2, {K0, K°0<>} is transitive on PF= FÄ0W(FK0)g0

(hence | W\ fc2) and fixes the elements of X\W. But \X\W\
= | X\ YKo | - r < | X\ YKo |. Hence (by the minimality of | X\ YK, \ ) it

must be that X\W=0, i.e., X= W.
We can write A0= {«i, • • • , ar}, X0= {h, ■ ■ ■ , br}, Fk0 = C0

Wjai, • • • , or}, (FÄO)go=C0 W {ilt • • • , br}, and Z = C0

U{ai, • • • , ar}U{bi, • ■ • , br}. We also observe that  | FkJ >r

= lAFXo|.
Suppose r>l, i.e., |X\Fk0| >1. Then since G is primitive there is

some gGG which maps some "b" to a "b," say £>,• to b¡, and some "ft"

to an "a" or V (cGC0). Since the number of ub"s is finite, not all

"b"s can be images of "&"s under g. Hence g must map some "a" or

uc" to a "è," say to &*. Further, since r < | Yk,\ , not every "a" and

"c" can be mapped onto a "¿>" by g. Therefore some "a" or "c" is

mapped by g onto an "a" or "c," i.e., YK<¡r\(YK¿)gíé0; furthermore,

hG(YKo)g\YKo and ô;GFJr0W(FjCo)g= V. Hence F^ 7, | V\ ^2
and 0?= |X\F| < | X\YK„\. But by Proposition 2, {x:0, #„} is transi-

tive on V and fixes X\V. Hence, by the minimality of |X\F.ir0|,

|X\YK<>\ ú\X\V\, a contradiction, so that |X\YK,\ =1, and G is

doubly transitive on X.
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